MUSE
Starting time: 8.30 p.m.
Venue: IMPACT Arena, Muang Thong Thani
www.impact.co.th
With their latest album Drones released in June, the British rock trio Muse is back on the road, touring festivals and stadiums all around the world. Tonight, they are making a stop at Bangkok’s IMPACT Arena to enthral their Thai fans with an energetic and exuberant live show. Drones is the seventh album of the Grammy-winning band that has influenced the musical landscape of alternative rock for more than 15 years now with its intelligent and melancholic lyrics and an orchestral rock sound.

WHAT IS DESIGN?
Times: 10.30 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Venue: Thailand Creative and Design Center
www.tcdc.or.th
Is design just about style and inspiration, or is there more to it? Do aspects such as society, history, politics, economics, geography and religion determine the process of design? How does the collective imagination of a country influence designers in their work? The exhibition “What is design?” tries to answer these questions by tracing the creative and cultural genius loci of several countries in twentieth-century industrial design. The exhibition, hosted by the Thailand Creative and Design Center, presents various industrial design classics from England, Italy, France, Germany, the US, Spain, the Netherlands, Finland, Japan, Brazil and Thailand.

BEST EATS MIDNIGHT FOOD TOUR BY TUKTUK
Starting time: 8 p.m.
Venue: Chidlom BTS station (meeting point)
www.bangkokfoodtours.com
This culinary evening adventure, organised daily by Bangkok Food Tours, gives you an opportunity to visit some of the Bangkokian’s favourite places to eat, and, on the side, to explore the temples and landmarks of the Thai capital by night. Cruising the streets in a TukTuk, a typical Thai three-wheeler, you get to experience the taste of Bangkok by trying some of the best specialties of Thai cuisine, such as Pad Thai and Khao Mun Gai, and visit unique places, like Pak Klong Talad, the Bangkok flower market.

CALLPSO CABARET
Starting times: 8.15 & 9.45 p.m.
Venue: Asiatique The Riverfront (Warehouse No. 3)
www.calypsocabaret.com
For more than 25 years, the Calypso Cabaret has entertained audiences of all ages and nationalities with its musical cabaret show. Apart from the extravagant costumes, sweeping dance choreographies and slapstick comedy acts, the show is characterised by its attractive transgender artists, the well-known Thai ladyboys. Their performance features a diverting spectrum of music and dance—from musical tunes like “All that jazz” and bits of traditional Asian culture, including Japanese geisha dancing, to impersonations of international pop icons, such as Madonna and Marilyn Monroe.

SELECTED WORKS BY RALPH GIBSON
Times: 9 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Venue: RMA Institute
www.rmainstitute.net
As part of the first international PhotoBangkok festival, the RMA Institute, an alternative art space and gallery, is hosting an exhibition of selected works of iconic American photographer Ralph Gibson. The New York photographic artist has dedicated more than 40 years of his life to refining his photographic style, which is characterised by intense black and white contrasts and a fascination for the female body, which he portrays as a mysterious and sometimes surrealistic subject. Gibson’s photographs are on display in museums around the world, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York and the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.